
LANSING BREWING CO. 
TAP TAKEOVER

– CORE BEERS –
PAVEMENT POUNDER PILS

PILSNER
4.7% ABV | 31 IBU

Forget the watered down domestic Pilsner beers. 
Pavement Pounder is a true to style Pilsner with a 
distinct hop presence. This Pilsner consists of Saaz 

and Hallertau Blanc. Together these hops give 
Pavement Pounder an herbal and delicate fruit 

note. We also dry hopped this sessional beer with 
Hallertau Blanc for your aromatic enjoyment.

AMBER CREAM
CREAM ALE

5.2% ABV | 20 IBU
The original Lasing Brewing Company’s historic 

Amber Cream Ale was resurrected from the  
19th century into a 21st century palate twist. 

Amber Cream Ale teeters on the edge of any 
traditional style guidelines. This beer has a light, 
bready and caramel malt backbone with just a 
touch of sweetness to balance. It is the perfect 

marriage between a cream ale and an amber ale.

ANGRY MAYOR
IPA - AMERICAN

6.8% ABV | 80 IBU
Angry Mayor is the embodiment of a  

Midwest style IPA. Dry hopped with four  
different hop varieties, the aroma medley lends 

floral, tropical citrus and stone fruit characteristics. 
Angry Mayor bursts with citrus and pine flavors 
up front with a balanced yet subtle malt profile 

allowing the hops to be forefront.

– SEASONAL/TAPROOM BEERS –
HOME GROWN HARVEST ALE

HARVEST ALE
6% ABV | 42 IBU

This harvest ale is made with fresh wet hop 
Chinook from Top Hops Farm. Three pounds  
per barrel of freshly harvested hops go into  
a 10 barrel batch. Michigan Chinook lends  
a very pleasant fruity and floral aroma that 

balances with the caramel and toasted malts. 
Home Grown is both malt forward and hop 

forward. The best of both worlds!

CITRANIUM GOSE
SOUR - GOSE

5.5% ABV | 12 IBU
Citranium Gose is a refreshingly tart beer  

with the addition of pomegranate and lime.  
The lime produces a more pronounced tartness 
at the end, balanced with a touch of refreshing 
sweetness from the pomegranate. As with any 
Gose beer, Citranium has a brininess from the 

addition of pink salt.

BRUNCH BEER
LAGER - DARK - BARREL AGED

8.6% ABV | 27 IBU
Brunch Beer is a high-gravity brown lager aged 
in second use bourbon barrels with Jamaican, 

Traverse City Cherry and Breakfast Blend coffee. 
Brunch Beer has flavors of sweet maple syrup, and 
complex, yet subtle, coffee. The earthy oak comes 

through at the end lending Brunch Beer the 
barrel-aged characteristics expected in this beer.

– FEATURED APPETIZER –
SAMPLER PLATTER

Spicy Beer Cheese Dip w/ Tortilla Chips
Asian Style Chicken Wings

Pulled Pork Phyllo Bites
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